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Isaac Albeniz, arr. A.Valdes Blain
Pietro Mascagni, arr. A. Čagalj
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Vangelis, arr. A. Čagalj
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Stanley Myers, arr. J. Williams
Johann Sebastian Bach, arr. D. Russell
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Asturias
Intermezzo Sinfonico from Cavalleria Rusticana
Gabriel’s Oboe
Chariots of Fire
Sheep May Safely Graze, BWV 208
Godfather’s Waltz
Volverino
Somewhere/Tonight
Danza Española No. 5
Adagio in G minor
Prelude from Cello Suite in G Major, BWV 1007
Cavatina
Air on the G String, BWV 1068
The Good, The Bad and The Ugly
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MAK GRGIĆ

Guitarist Mak Grgić is developing an ever widening
audience as he plays recitals, chamber music and
concertos throughout the United States and
Europe. After a recital at the National Gallery of Art,
the Washington Post proclaimed Mak to be “a lyrical
insightful player, calling his interpretations “nuanced
and introspective”…offering a superb, finely detailed
reading that showed Grgić is a guitarist to keep an
eye on.”
In a review from The Star Telegram in Texas, the
critic noted, “…he moved into a program that would
have needed a bucket of popcorn to be any more
cinematic. The Spanish Dance No. 5 by Spanish
composer Enrique Granados offered an interestingly different arrangement of a familiar work that
had made an appearance in Pedro Almodovar’s
Kika. Another highlight of the concert’s first half was
an even more familiar work, Isaac Albeniz’s Asturias,
which made the cut by appearing in Woody Allen’s
Vicky Cristina Barcelona. This passionate, driving
work makes frequent appearances at recitals such
as this one, but never wears out its welcome. And
Grgić did an excellent job of catering to the
expectations of the audience while still make the
piece his own.
His collaborations include those with musicians such
as Martin Chalifour, concertmaster of the L.A. Phil,
to the Assad brothers, Pierre-Yves Artaud (flute),
JACK Quartet, contemporary music cellist
extraordinaire Jeremiah Campbell and John
Sant’Ambrogio, former principal cellist of the St.
Louis Symphony. He has been a soloist with
orchestras in the United States, Russia, Slovenia and
Croatia, including the Spokane Symphony at

Sandpoint Festival with Gary Sheldon and the RTV
Slovenia Symphony Orchestra with Maestro Ivo
Lipanović. Invited to venues worldwide, Mak has
performed at major performing arts centers,
festivals, and well-known guitar societies.
Mak took first prize at the Guitar Competition “Luigi
Mozzani” in Italy and has been honored with highest
prizes at the Andres Segovia International Competition for young guitarists in Velbert, Germany, the
Forum Gitarre Wien International Competition in
Vienna, Austria, the International Guitar Competition in Arrenzano, Italy, the Anna Amalia Competition for young guitarists in Weimar, Germany, the
International Guitarart Festival and Competition in
Belgrade, Serbia and the European Classical Guitar
Competition “Enrico Mercatali” in Italy.
Born in 1987 in Ljubljana, Slovenia, his early studies
were with the revered Ante Čagalj at the Elly Bašić
Conservatory of Music. He obtained his Bachelor’s
Degree with Alvaro Pierri at the Universität für
Musik und darstellende Kunst in Vienna, Austria.
At the time of this recording, Mak is a doctoral
student at the USC Thornton School of Music as a
student of Scott Tennant. Before this his teacher
was William Kanengiser. Both are members of the
Los Angeles Guitar Quartet. Mak is also a Young
Artist in Residence at The Da Camera Society of
Mount St. Mary’s College in Los Angeles—who he
thanks for support toward the making of this
recording. He is also a founding member of their
new music ensemble, DC8. Their first premiere is a
work by one of America’s leading compos
www.makgrgic.com
www.facebook.com/pages/Mak-Grgic/315232411143
twitter.com/makgrgic

CINEMA VERISMO
Notes by Mak Grgić

Can you imagine a movie without a soundtrack?
Some superb directors have created films with no music—
Sidney Lumet, John Houston, Woody Allen, and even
Hitchcock (in The Birds). The Coen Brothers present
another fine example with their Oscar winning movie
No Country for Old Men, which made me truly wonder
why I felt something was amiss while watching this picture.
Reflecting back, I realized that the absence of a score and
music generated an obscure tension.
In creating Cinema Verismo, (loosely meaning “realism”,
from the Italian vero, meaning “true”), an operatic style
defined by Cavalleria Rusticana by Pietro Mascagni,
I call upon its famous Intermezzo, which has been transcribed
for this recording. You may recognize it as the main theme
from Martin Scorsese’s Oscar-winning movie Raging Bull. I
chose to render this truly beautiful and uncomplicated
tune in its original form. Prior to the Mascagni, the CD
opens with Spanish composer Isaac Albeniz’s exciting
Asturias, heard in Vicky Cristina Barcelona directed by
Woody Allen. In the film, this classical trademark piece is
performed by a local guitarist in a romantic candlelight
setting in Spain.
Not surprisingly, we tend to think that classical music for
film should be well-known and established, but in some
cases, an original piece of music becomes a classical gem
through the medium of the film. Such is the case with the
beautiful Cavatina by Stanley Myers. This piece, originally

composed for guitar duo (arranged for solo guitar by
John Williams), is featured in The Deer Hunter, starring
Robert De Niro.
Other works include music by composers such as the ingenious
Ennio Morricone: the theme for Sergio Leone’s
The Good, The Bad and The Ugly, and the heartbreaking
Gabriel’s Oboe featured in The Mission, starring
Robert De Niro and Jeremy Irons. The Mission presents
this particular theme in the most generously elaborated
fashion—highlighting personal moments of emotional catharsis.
Here, the music acts as a silver thread enriching and
fulfilling these moments to a deeply moving culmination.
J.S. Bach’s music plays a pivotal role as well. In the thrilling
movie entitled Se7en, with Brad Pitt and Morgan Freeman,
the popular Air on the G String marks the breakthrough
momentum. Additionally, I offer Bach’s famous Prelude from
his cello suite in G Major, used in Master and Commander:
The Far Side of the World, starring Russell Crowe. I did
not want to overlook Albinoni’s beautiful Adagio in G Minor
used in the compelling movie Gallipoli, and I could not
resist arranging music from The Godfather, whose waltz,
composed by Nino Rota, might well be one of the most
famous movie themes ever created. Also included, is the
chart-topping theme from the movie Chariots of Fire and
an arrangement of music from Bernstein’s masterpiece,
West Side Story as well as the enchanting Bach’s Sheep
May Safely Graze, featured in a less known film Rainbow.
In closing, it is my hope that you truly enjoy all of the
selections on this recording and that this CD becomes a
favorite in your collection. If only one memory is sparked
by any of my tracks, I will consider this a job well done!

T H E G U I TA R S U S E D
FOR THIS RECORDING

Two of the three Spanish pieces (which are also part of
the standard classical guitar repertoire even though both
were originally written for the piano)— the “Asturias”
of Isaac Albeniz and “Spanish Dance No. 5” of Enrique
Granados are played on the most “Spanish” guitar
we could find – an instrument built in 1989 by the late
Miguel Rodriguez of Cordoba, deep in the south of
Spain (Andalucia). This guitar has great power, almost a
wild, aggressive quality that is very fitting for these two
selections, especially the driving, rapid-fire arpeggio
sections of the Albeniz, with which the album opens.

The guitar that makes the most appearances is Mak’s
personal instrument—a classical guitar made in 1966 in
the famous Jose Ramirez workshop in Madrid, Spain.
This is arguably the most iconic Spanish guitar of the
twentieth century, played by guitarists of all genres
from Sting (pop) to Andres Segovia (classical), Chet
Atkins (fingerstyle) to Sabicas (flamenco) and Lee
Ritenour (jazz) to Eric Clapton (rock). And so in similar
eclectic spirit we have a variety of selections which
fall nicely into the timbres of this versatile guitar—the
3 selections from the late baroque era from Johann
Sebastian Bach (Prelude from BWV 1007, Sheep May
Safely Graze and Air on the G String) all the way up
to the twentieth century with the Leonard Bernstein’s
medley of “Somewhere” and “Tonight” from West Side
Story and “Gabriel’s Oboe” written by the great Ennio
Morricone for the powerful 1986 film “The Mission”.
Lastly is the evocative “Cavatina” written by Stanley
Myers—the only piece on this entire album originally
written for guitar, featured in “The Deer Hunter”. Mak
plays it here with pizzicato bass—an interesting take
on this now-classic staple of the guitar repertoire.

The other Spanish piece, “Volverino” has a more “flamenco”
quality to it so we chose our only flamenco guitar for this
recording, which was the obvious and appropriate choice.
Arcangel Fernandez is legendary for having apprenticed
in the 1950’s with Marcelo Barbero—arguably the most
famous flamenco builder in history. This Arcangel guitar
has a bright, woody sound with a quick attack and short
sustain that brings out the dance-like and percussive
elements of flamenco styled music, as can be heard in this
selection with its rasgueado, tambora and picado techniques.

Perhaps the most intimate-sounding instrument on this
recording is a guitar made in 1860 in the south of Spain
by the father of the modern guitar, Antonio de Torres.
It’s pensive, introverted yet very beautiful and dreamy
sound is best captured in the two most delicate
selections on the album – the beautiful operatic
“Intermezzo” of Pietro Mascagni’s masterpiece
“Cavalleria Rusticana” which was featured in Raging Bull.
Then there is the equally beautiful and haunting
“Godfather’s Waltz” by Nino Rota.

The musical pieces selected for this recording are unified
thematically in the sense that all are taken from film
soundtracks. However, a quick listen reveals that the actual
pieces themselves vary widely in musical style from another
such that it was more than justified to use a selection of very
different sounding guitars to help enhance the nuances
between the pieces.

Three other guitars make single appearances for the
remaining 3 selections —first is a French guitar made in 1956
by Parisian luthier Robert Bouchet (also regarded as the
founder of the French school of guitar making), a guitar
which has an almost “bouncy” quality—each note sounds like
it’s being launched from a springboard, and this helps evoke
the synthetic energy made famous in the original “Chariots
of Fire” by Vangelis with its memorable melody and pulsing
rhythm. Next is Tomaso Albinoni’s neo-baroque “Adagio”
which is played on a guitar made by the leading French
maker of our time, Daniel Friederich. This guitar has great
style and sophistication—clear fundamental at the core of
every note yet a rich texture of overtones spread across the
entire register, providing the listener with something like
the aural equivalent of chocolate silk. Lastly is an instrument
built in 1928 in Barcelona, Spain by Francisco Simplicio. His
guitars have been admired by more Italian collectors,
players and aficionados than anywhere else in the world
over the past several decades so it is fitting that Italian
composer Ennio Morricone’s famous theme from “The
Good, The Bad and The Ugly” should be played on this
guitar, which has a very “antiquey”, almost “dry” quality to
the sound— perhaps evoking the barren landscape in this
great spaghetti western classic.
David Collett, Guitar Salon International
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